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Introduction 
Milk condensing in vacuum pan uses high amount of steam to evaporate 

water. Multiple effect evaporator is used for steam ecomomy.

Multiple effect evaporator
In any evaporation operation, the major process cost is the steam

consumed. Therefore, methods of reducing steam consumption (or of

increasing economy, defined as mass of vapour produced per unit mass of

steam consumed) are very important.

Different level of vacuum in each effect of multiple effect

evaporator
Here we assume that initially in all the calandria the level and temperature 

of feed is same. Now during starting of the plant steam is introduced in first 

calandria. So in that calandria milk initially will be heated and then raised 

to corresponding boiling point and vapour will be released.



Multiple effect evaporator capacity and steam economy



Calculations for Multiple-Effect Evaporators



• Triple effect evaporators calculation methods
1. Determine the boiling point in the last effect from the known outlet 

concentration and pressure in the last effect,

2. Determine the total amount of vapor evaporated by performing an 

overall material balance,

3. Estimate the temperature drops ΔT1, ΔT2 and ΔT3 in the three effects. 

Then calculate the boiling point in each effect. 

4. Calculate the amount vaporized and the flows of liquid in each effect 

using heat and material balance in each effect,

5. Calculate the value of heat transferred in each effect. Using the rate 

equation q=UAΔT for each effect, calculate the areas, A1, A2 and A3. If 

these areas are reasonably close to each other, the calculations are 

complete and a second trail is not needed. Otherwise a second trial 

should be performed.
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